In work the numerical research of finite deformations of isotropic hyperelastic bodies is resulted. In the first section it is resulted resolving linearise the equation in a current configuration and the parities defining speed of change stress tensor Cauchy-Euler as linear function from tensor of a spatial gradient of speed are deduced. In the second section within the limits of finite-element technique numerical realization of research algorithm of finite deformations isotropic hyperelastic bodies is considered. In the third section numerical decisions of some deformation problems of hyperelastic bodies are resulted.
Introduction
Research of deformation of difficult constructions from the hyperelastic materials supposing considerable deformations, is possible only with application of modern computing methods. Some statements of problem and possible algorithms of the solving are presented in works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . They are based on fundamental decisions of nonlinear mechanics of the continuous environments stated in works [7] [8] [9] . It is used the Lagrange description of kinematics of the continuous environment. In case of use of the Cartesian coordinates as Lagrange structural parities take the elementary form. It is represented expedient to construct and realize algorithm of the solving generally curvilinear and not orthogonal Lagrange coordinates.
In the present work within the limits of the finite-element analysis the algorithm of the decision of a problem of numerical modeling of finite deformations of hyperelastic environments is resulted. In particular in the first section it is resulted linearise the equation on a step load, and expressions for speed stress tensor as linearly depending from a spatial gradient speed tensor.
The resolving equation on a step load
Let's accept as a base parity the variation equation of a principle of virtual speeds in a current configuration which for statics problems can be written down in a kind
Where * f -a vector of the set external volume forces, * n t -a vector of the set pressure on a surface part on S  which power boundary conditions are defined.
The technology of calculations represents method consecutive loads with definition of the current metrics as the basic for calculations. Deformation process we will present as sequence of equilibrium conditions which k V are realized at preset values of external forces * k f * k n t . We will define as the basic unknown size a vector of speed which k  can be treated as a vector of an increment of a current configuration at transition to a condition,
The resolving equation on a current step is under construction by linearise equations (1.1) in the assumption .
Further we will paint each of the composed
Here following representations were used
, , .
It is easy to receive
Thus it was possible to construct expressions of all composed in the ratio (1. 
(1.6) Gathering representations (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6), we receive expression
That is parity completely similar (1. 
Numerical algorithm
Calculation of thin-walled constructions with the account nonlinearity is based on step-by-step and iterative methods. The choice of a method and the algorithm realizing it depends on nonlinearity type. In the present work the method consecutive loads which can be naturally realized within the limits of FEM is used. Operating loading is reached consecutive load on each step, and the quantity of steps gets out so that on each of them the problem was quasilinear. At such statement the problem is reduced to search   1 k  conditions at already certain geometry and with the saved up stress k conditions.
Current configuration we will define in a kind.
  
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If to enter into consideration covariant components metric tensors deformations Almansi registers as follows
As tensor components deformations Cauchy-Grin and Almansi in curvilinear bases coincide among themselves, we receive tensor deformations Cauchy-Grin
Let's enter into consideration a vector of an increment of moving 8  1  2  3  1  2  3   1 , , , , .
The analogue tensor a spatial gradient of speed will be presented in a kind
The symmetric part of tensor looks like
We can similarly write down variations. We have
Here following parities take place
Stress tensor Cauchy it is defined in a kind
where are entered covariant and contravariant components of stress tensor. Let's write down the known variation equation in speeds of stress without mass forces. This equation will look like
Now we will make transition from and
having accepted time increment equal t  to unit. We will receive a following parity
As physical model we use material Seth for which law Hook for deformation tensors Almansi is fair
Let's paint for an increment of stress k conditions.
(2.5) Let's paint the second and the third composed expressions (2.5), using a parity (2.2) 
Conclusions
In the present work the technique of construction offered three-dimensional isoparametrical FE the nonlinear theory of elasticity, material Seth allows to receive a special finite element at which help quite really to count the stress strain behavior of shells of an average thickness with use of single-layered approximation on a thickness are used. The received results of test examples show working capacity of the offered technique.
